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Vrisk Christmas
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Fulton a Better Town

ERIJSER
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WatchYour Step,Young Fellow

H. 5, Williams, Publisher
(1RLAT MINSTREL SHOW
Al G. Field's, America's
groattest tuistrel aggregation,
packed the Orpheum SaturditY.
matinee :old night. many coming (tom neighboring tuwas ti
enjoy the show, and 1101hti were
alisappatinted.
Mr. Chisholm, proprietor of
the Orphetnii. to be congratulated on booking such higha!asa attractions and giving his
patrona a read treat in entertainment.
A valuable addition has recently lice!' made at this popular show houata The stage has
Ii
enlarged and beautifully
quipped to take care of the
rge.t t t ractions.
Dressing
ha,a. been built ittid the
Lox oce removed nearer the
ei,tratice. enlarging the
main auditorium fifty or more

ha at ntaa shopping has been
all
111
I are also being
grawina brisker in Fulton ev- chosen as practical gifts that
ery day for the past few weeks bring both health and pleasure
and as the festive day &ay.'s in their wake.
ii catrvr, in
in all lines
Not all the giving is going to
of retail busineas are reporting be strictly utilitarian. however.
heav ier than usual
holiday There is an enormiats vogue for
trade. For one thing, this has the unique. the foreign and the
been 1111 XI.i I/thin:111y proper- sophisticated for smaller presoils year, a lid savings accounts ents this year. The very add
and Christmas clubs are ena- frtun England. in the ii'tat of
bling Santa*, pack to be filled parchment lampshades, %Naiste
to its uttno, capacity.
baskets and portiollos, and
What p. t ale are giving this brassware. the a. try IIONV from
year s quit , as significant as Paris. in the way of jeweirY•
the fact
they are buying at
smoking effects and
heavily.
Indeed, Christmas futuristie novelties, tooled and
It ha( Leen gently hinted
presents van always be taken tinted lent her goods from It
that Mr. Chisholm is thinking
as an index to the interests and and crude, vivitl peasant ware
-a aaa'cly
of cativerting his
standards of the people at any ftom Czecho-slovakia. and Vii.tailtling now occupied by the
particular period. Until recent enna, are all in unprecedented
SnowMalt or Company
hilt'
years the frivolous. the extrav- demand and lend at truly co,into one of the handsomest
agant and the useless were mopolitati aspect to the ..hap
$75.00o photo-play houses in
mostly given. In fact. INventy eteinters mid window diaplays
%%astern Kentuckywith a 'matSeveral Fulton merchant,
years ago the NT vail ellet. of
ing eapacity of 1,500.
stupid gifts Si. irritated our art' conducting cut price sales
Mr. Chisholm saws "there is
president that he seriously rec- so Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus
nothing too good for his paommended the organization of can dress up for the holiday
tr. MA.'
SPCGS. the Society for the Pre- season at small coat.
%cot out of Useless Giving(
FULTON-MAYFIELD
Roosevelt would have little
WOMAN'S CLUB COOK
to auxaat.laiat 1.11, tlidaY if he could
LIONS CELEBRATE
BOOK
hear the reports of local merWater Valley. Ky., was host
cieints on the types of articles
The Woman's Club (*auk
to 1,,500 visitors last Friday,
that are, in the main, being pur- Book is now in the hands of the
what gat'aered to celebrate the
chased with at view of Christ- printer and is being rushed to
,'petting of the southern end of
mas. remembrance. This is at completion and will soon be
iN H—FMAS CAN! 1 .N
Oighway No. .15. which was
practical age and practical ready for distribution. The
"D
nintlart
A“.,L4
aq
‘,10
i)re •otnpleted recently.
gifts %Nould seem to be the or- book will be bound in a black
The ac:asion was sponsored by the
der of the day, especially leatherette cover printed in Text Von Berge
Muaie Heyser
--Lions' Clubs of Fulton and
among the family. Husbands gold and will contain one hunGRAHAM FURNITURE CO. Mayfield.
seem at last to have seen the dred or more pages 670. filled
----The Fulton Lions were repirony of giNing another frippery with trne and tried recipes by
Piesent•d by the Choir of First Baptist Church,
The beautiful show windows resented in addres:ass by alai-to %N ear on Sundays so long as many of Fulton's best house1tana:4 rept.caiative of
she has to bead over the wash- keepers. It's a valuable little
Sunday Evening, Oat' ember IS
tub on Mondays, with the re- volume and should e in every l
je kit1421,,
,
le# lesislaeare,
sult that washing machines. home in our city. We will add,
Mt
y
and
ment
a
"
and Attorney H. T. Smith, of
vacuum cleaners, electric irons too, that it would make a nice Processional—Chauson de a:-al
Beaumont who see them. While the
arFulton. President E. C. Hardand the like are finding them- Christmas gift.
Miss 1).1 Is Huddleston
tistic arangement is at credit to
selves. figuratively at least.
The purpose of the book is to Invocation
Rev. C. H. Warren the decorator, it is within that esty and a IaFge delegation of
wrapped in tissue paper, tied aid in accumulating at fund for Soprano Solo
Angels Song Santa Claus revels among the Fulton Lions were in attendance, some making brief talks.
with scarlet ribbams and hung the building of a Woman's
Mrs. R. S. Williams
handsomest home furnishings The principal atidress for the
on the lighted tree.
club and &serves liberal pa- Chorus
"Rejoice. 0 Earth" ever dsiplayed in Fulton.
Mayfield Lions was delivered
Gifts that the entire family tronage.
"When Jordon Hushed"
Soprano Solo
The entire 25,000 feet of by 0. Houston Brooks. State
can enjoy are also being ha aught
Mrs. Chas. Gregory
floor
with
up
taken
space
is
in large quantities—moving
Chorus
"Comfort Ye"
. hgh-class furniture. rugs, trap- Senator froni the First District.
Ext emporaneous speeches were
picture Outfits, radios and Beloved Woman
Solo—Mr. Clarence Bailey
cries, lamps, stoves, Victrolas,
pieces of fine furniture. The
"The Holy Night" luggage, novelties and in fact, given by Judge Seth Boaz, and
Passes Away. Alt() SOIO
County
Superintendent
of
hardware men report that gifts
Miss kora Cantrell
, everything to furnish the home Schools J B. Hardeman.
that spell health this year are
Chorus
"On the Field With Their Flocks' c„mpiett,.
The ladies of Water Valle/
finding considerable
Solo—Mr. Steve Wiley
favor. The death of Mrs. Sarah B.
It's a real treat to home haysuch as a healthometer which Atteberry early
Wednesday Chorus
"0. Little Town" its to take at stroll through this prepared a delightful lunch at
a nominal charge for the vibitenables every member of the morning at the home of her
Solo—Miss Cantrell
big furniture establishment.
family to keep an accurate tab daughter. Mrs. Lon Jones, 414 Offertory—"Star of Hope"
Batiste Only recently Mr.Graham add- ors. and every merchant and
citizen of the town mad. all
Oil It is true weight day by day.
Miss Iluddleston
Jackson street. was cause for
ed a lovely music room in which
The nation-wide fad for reducMeat's ('horns
"Come. Let Us Go" the large line of Orthophonic visitors welcome.
The celebration was a deing la not entirely restininsible general grief anamg tar large Chorus
"Arise! Shine!" Victrolas are displayed with
lightful occasion which Will
for this keen interest in daily circle of friends, who deeply
Solo—Mr. R. D. Benedict
the latest records produced. long linger in the memory of
weighing since it is now gen- sympathize with the husband anal
Duet—Misses Goldsby, Galbraith
.. Another recent addition is a
erally recognized that under- bereaved ones. Mrs. Attelterry Tenor Solo
"Wondrous Star , fice-room bungalow display all who attended.
The citizens of Water Valley
weight can be as dangerous as was a consecrated Christian.
Rev, C. H. Warren
„ complete. Each room vies with are to be congratulated over
overweight and that the pres- esteemed
Chorus
"From
Mountain
Eastern
the
and loved by all who
„ the other in attractiveness and the nire entertainment shown
ence of a healthometer in the
Soprano and Alto Duet
'• 1 't., ( a an
one can see just exactly how the visitors.
hathrotim affords at reliable in- knew her. Funeral service was
Miss Annie Lucille Goldsby
the furnishings will look when
dex to general health and effi- conducted by the Rev. W. F.
Miss Frances Galbraith
Savior', placed in their own home.
ciency. Exercise and gymnas- Cooley at Cayce. burial followed. Quartet
"To Thee, Our Blessed
There are so many attairtcive ORPHEUM TO FEATURE
Mrs. Williams, Miss Cantrell
BUSHMAN-NILSSON IN
features about this big furniMessrs. Benedict, Wiley
"THIRTEENTH JUROR"
tic' establishment to be admirplay will be the best or an the Chorua
"Oh, Sing Unto the Lord".
faculty plays that have been Benediction
Rev. ('. 11. Warren
"The Thirteenth Juror," a
In the curtain and drapery
present ed.
Chorus—Mesdames R. S. ‘Villiams, Chas. Gregatry, Bertis department
large stocks are Universal - Jewel production,
Tuesday
Mr.
Aubrey
Nugent
Stockdale,
J.
W.
Ellege,
W.
Maarlin,
J.
Misses
0.
Pigue.
II.
Last Wednesday morning at
1,,t.:ii,,,,,, displayed, conveniently arrang- with an all-featured east headthe Chapel period the Piano made a very interesting talk Clara Collins, Annie Lucille Goldaby, Ivora Cantrell,
ed so Mil. can see just exactly ed by Francis X. Bushman and
about
Gayle,
lit
Gtearge
Agatha
Messrs.
Galbraith,
agers
C.
H.
Warren,
Clark.
Bean.'- how they will look in the home. Anna Q. Nilsson and directed
D.
It.
Club offered at Polish Dance by
continuing
his
if
series
Wiley,
talks
Warren,
James
Steve
Clarence
diet.
Bailey.
E.
HutC.
Evelyn Fields. Then ii contest
The higgage department is by Edward Laemmle, has been
on famous Kentuckians. Mr. chens.
was held between two memfilled with every kind of trunk booked by the Orpheum theeNugent
is
Iluddleston,
very
ftarreful
at
Miss
Doris
Acompanist
bers of the Oratorical and Det erridaasy.fhe feature attraction
and bag. Easy to make a se- F
bating Club, Julia Frances speaker and we want him to
leetion here if you :Are thinking
come
back.
Beadles, who gave .1 immy
The picture is a screen ventand the labors of 150,000 per- of traveling.
Last week an election for the PICTURE TRAILS
Brown's Sister's IVedding. and
Practically the entire third ion of Henry Irving Dodge's
BROKEN RECORDS sons in Italy and California.
student
president
was
held.
Elizabeth
Williamson, who
It culminated in the con- floor of the building is taken celebrated stage play. "Courtgave Nora Has Her Picture Harold Howard was elected by Has Delighted New York, Chi- struction
for the Defense," and is said
of the gigantic Circus up with carpets and large sel
vote.
popular
F'red
Sawyer
Tuk. Elizabeth was the winstacks of rugs, the very newest to be the greatest drama of its
cago, Boston, Philadelphia
Maximus
was
race-course
second.
and
inauguration
The
of
ner of the contest.
It deals
Antioch and in the filming patterns out. The baaement is kind ever screened.
Thursday morning. Bro. Can- will be held Amon.
tilled with all kinds of linol- with the efforts of a famous
IMMENSE
EFFECTS
SCENIC
thereon
The
chariot
of
the
annual
thrilling
faculty
play will
trell of the First Christian be
tiroinnsieingaulenactteost•n
us- (
ott7h itsooa:noiedrithe
e
held Friday night. This is Twelve Teams in Chariot Race; ram Instead of eight horses emus as well as all kinds of
Church. made a very beautiful
ed furniture.
Thrills
Provides
Fight
Sea
and
the
a very fine play atml
mechanical
old-tinte
ilwill be
address to the students.
We ably
The main floor of the build- by defending an iamocent man.
on Spectacular Scale
lusion of the stage show, the
presented by various memwish to invite Bro. Cantrell
ing is filled with all kinds of
in
alayeta
_
Goldwyn
:%letro
new
ber,*
and
of
the
"Ben-lbtir"
greater
Junior High and
furniture. the v try newest out.
back again.
arangement xvith A. L. ErlangSERVICES AT NEW METHFriday morning after the reg- High School faculty. Tickets er, Charles Dillingham and F. shows twelve teams of four Also a large line of atoves.
aarc nOW on sale by nanny of the
horse:A.
ODIST CHURCH SUNDAY
ular Scripture reading, W. R.
No trouble for one to make
Ziegfeld, Jr., offers the world's
High School girls.
The
details
of General Lew
Butt, Jr., played two delightgift selections at Graham's.
might
attraction
iest
the
at
Wallace's
famous "Tale of the
—Student Reporter.
A
The hantisomo new Methoful violin solos, accompanied
nook anal corner is :Theo
Grand Theatre next Monday Christ" have been reverently Every
a
y(,)
ittil: gift suggestiona antiA a dist Church will be open to the
by Sarah Butt. Then Miss Warand Tuesday, December 19 and followed. Not only that, the
public Sunday when Ray.
ren, of Junior High, gave the
WILL GIVE CANTATA
20, in the celebrated picture picture heightena the powerful courteous sales force to assist Vaught will preach the first
"Littlest Rebel." This was en----version of "Ben-Hur." to which melodrantatic and have interest
Who
joyed by all.
This big furniture establish- sermon in the building.
The members of the First all New York has crowded for
Monday morning, Sara Butt flapitst Church Choir will give many months and which eau- of the play, centering m the meld is not only a credit to Ful- new chtirch is a beautiful *truefour romantic characters of ton hut to this 'end
played two piano solos and Mr. the ('antata. "Peace am Earth," ally delighted Chicago,
of the State. tare
u and it credit to the entire
Boston
tmoem
liberattip ea well as ties
Swan discumAed the faculty by Ileyser, on Sunday evening. and Philadelphia in as many Ren-litir, Messalit, Esther and
bras, enacted by Ramon Noplaty, "LadyWindemere's Fan," December la, id the church. at record -breaking runs.
Hand us a dollar bill and
.•
which will be presented Friday 7:30 o'clock. with Miss Dorim wenderful picturization This varro, Francis X. Bushman,
cost May McAvoy and Carmel My- get your name on the AdvertieSend the Advertiser to a
night.
From all reports this Huddle:don us organist.
i $4.000,000, three years' time ere,
' sr list as a regular subscriber friend one year—ionly j1.00.

Peace On Earth Santa Claus

'.
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wits
increased
The crow d
very much, and we want it to
keep increasing. So every tint'
tiaperal I`
must come out and

s Iticgcst Blinn Coils
urld'

with us.
''Mary's Castle in the At
the best play of the season %sill
be given by the Sotiors at ow

11 11
)1(1)

Saturday

Dec. 10

Nut'
A \ hi

lilt \

Zs•

Aii

ii

,

• t.'

.:.•

ing
saint titti
which was
,,istructed by 3I r. E. J. Bunneit and placed in the primary

I 'Li.> I l'Ai'df

-- WOMAN'S CLUB MEETING
Tioil Woman's Club met in
veiteral as,embly, on Pritl.0
afternoon in the Chamber of

;1!1,i
4, •...Z.••

t
kr.TAL,33,T211/111/11**1...t...44..-2

Half

inked

II

Singers.

1.vsfo• Derry

Neff
The

Old
- I
Appeal

\111.1.Elt

121.)1 . 1(

Dultar

be very attractive, Nvith
.s
leatherette.
cover of of black
printed in gold, and trill soon

itiptlis

Children 5Cc

Matinee 3 P. M.

We have a beautiful line of Novelties and small Gifts.
Be sure and see them.

Graham Furniture Co.
Fulton's Big Furniture Store on Walnut St.

(DcctSutaCiau Atm

1

!\.2-Inttsort

4.; *
„ISO

If you are looking for a complete suite or odd piece )ou )) ill
find our assortment vill meet
your needs.

I e rt•ady for distribution.
The club voted to give their
hearty cooperation in the hosChildren 50,.. plus star
Night
pital drive that is soon to be
Seats now tin -'0 at Box ()dice.
math'.
•
-+++++•
--..5.+++++++++++++++++-,-4
:
WS.
++++41,+++++4+++++++.e++.
.1,414,
The
ViC e-pre•zitlent,
1.'reti Worth. took the chair,
.inti get to- while Mrs. Fall gave a very inBLELERTON HIGH
e‘ists here. tereqing report of the first d'
SCHOOL NOTES . .•7!!•
ha\ e had special treats lId meeting, which was ht
Impel. last Thursday anti in Murray on November 10.
We have the best school at
is. Bob White, chairman
lliekman county. and it is our ECtiay. besides a good proi•tisp. Sr.. anti Mr. the drama department. gave
•n to kip it the best. Under
the principalship of Mr. Crisp E. J. Rennet; made very in- greetings of her department.
we are dinthing upward and struclit e talks. We were glad and presented Miss Blanch
int,!c, :item it ith iS and ask Waggoner. who gave a charmwyery student is receiving tile
ing musical reading with Miss
best training that they have !hem back.
The P. 1. A. met last Fridw• Ruth Fields as accompanist.
eves. had. This week is the beginnhtg of a new month. We ! Egli: and a splendid program Three of the department memnave turned over a new leaf had boon arranged by the pro- bers. Mrs. Louis Weak. Mrs.
are striving for a Class A gram committee. After three If. D. Maupin anti Mrs. Ray
We have the largest months of splendid service the t;ritham, closed the program
;2chool.
high school enrollment that has ,i•ogrzon committee resigned with a clever little playlet, "For
by
Service."
ever been here, and the finest and a vommittee of the follow. Distinguished
class that has ever graduated lng were elected: Mesdames Elizabeth Clay Knox. Each in
D. D. their portrayal of the ehatic'Raymond Vaughan.
before.
The splendid cooperation of Crisp, R. L. Bu4hart, 11 ill Guyn ters, displayed gifted talent.
The hostesses for the day
the teachers and stud !.'s shcw am! E. S. Hi.
were Mesdames Ramsey Snow,
C. F. Jackson anti M. I. Boutton. Pnges were Mrs. Don
Hill and Mrs. Harold Owen.
Delicious refreshments were
:a•rvod. The club was pleased
to receive six new member!
•
and ,,r‘eral visitors.
Bargain

•

,310„-arsai:

,

l'!

Iht. itcst
has

t

tItl

r
Alt\l()NY

1:,•,seli

y--taisessi7s0

• .) •

op.,rts were given by the tarand chainmen of
•h.• departments.
Mfs..). XV. Shepherd, the
,hairmen of ihe 000k book coin.
•ii.ttee. reported the book was
,•:
ihe hanks of iho printer, and
s.

Strect l'arade.

NIEI,NOT

4•!it•spellt.

.:11.1t -0•••

Commerce rooms with Mrs.
E. Fall. presiding. Worth while

Dancers and Gum:skins.

People.

.‘et and Speeialt
THE

\ it

I

it)Rt; F.Ot.S

aiding US hi making this tho
!•,•st plio• that has ever been
on Ill Itoolerfon high School,
The definite (late will be giv•
Watch for this anti
later.
d.•0 11t to miss this splendid play.
The primary students are on-

,,1

1

Z.
s-

t., n

•,I

A Gift for the HOME
is a Gift for All

Sehoul Auditorium soon
vompoont eh:traders an'
on the 1I1.0
IttitfWati icing
IS under the splendid di
ii of l'rof.D.D. Crisp. w h„
ot
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Can Print anything from a
Visiting Card to a Newspaper.

Gifts For Everybody
liennett•s I

h-tig St ire is Santa Clans I leadquarters
We lime

for selecting, gifts.
nyLiost requirements.

pro

()lir line

name

more complete, but %%e cannot
this space, therefore ‘‘‘..i ask

la\ kith

dt:d

I/is /h./ link artistic loud; that characterizes our

to

of (11ifts store ;icier
to ti

the in
I sit

all

(Mr

Printing as Superior Quality.

in

store

and vie‘s the elaborate

Try us with your Next Order.

Pholte 794

IPLUMBING

Good Deeds

.John I luddleston
399

PHONE

399

•••

I

I

P 4 ft4ie*
410/141

ott '

Hand IIM a dollar bill .,.
get your name on the Adver
er list as a regular subscritp

.
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Overcoats

'20'
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30."
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AND

1.1

Overcoats

WI IY WAIT FOR THE JANUARY SALES WHEN
V YOU CAN DRESS UP RIGHT NOW FOR THF.
WPRE SIMPLY PLAYING SANTA
SAME PRICE!
CLAUS TO ALL YOU FULTON COUNTY MEN.

tvt

Master Clothing
"I 4 "I I IN(
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•

e v e o•( lk•erct):11 I
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Xmas Specials

REMEMBER "DAD"
WITH A PAIR OF
OUR WARM AND

$35.00

BATHROBES AND
LOUNGING ROBES
IN A WIDE RANGE.

Stylish Gloves
St I

$n.00

'1.50 to '4.00

`lay and up
AND

AND

Overcoats

Overcoats

'1.1
IMENIE

e

A HANDSOME GIFT. 1 ):S.::..

Snappy Ties!
"DIFFERENT" TYPE
TIES in NEW COLORS
$11.00 $2.50
to

:.ft

1;4

't
it
,
, ,,Tro,47-avvii4s.ktat.r/qt,Pnv4

k,-4*opt6ar-,,

SMART- PRACTICAL

PAJAMAS
IN NEW STRIPES
AND CHECKS
$2.50 &

up

I.:.
:

rlicol
GET THIS FOR SON!
A NEW, NIFTY CAP
WILL PLEASE HIM
SPECIAL AT ONLY

NilM=Nilliall11112MIMEr..
6

"HE" Will LIKE THIS

A New Shirt

rmovrotst-A5uttasrr-a;

FROM THE "J.& F."
STORE VERY NEW

$45.(0

$11.50 $3.50
t

S

e

St TES
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0111.1111111.1111111111.
.
11 11
01,
0.1

AN!)
STRIPES AND
BLACK STYLES

'=ts

Z..igr

XMAS SPECIAL!

FOR "HIS" GIFT

Silk Sox

.00

t OVERCOATS

Sweater Coat:-

I $36.00

IN CLEVER AND
SMART STYLES

60c to $1.50
1.,••••••••• 1v).
III.•••••••...•••tgard

LADIES •LET US
HELP SELECT
HIS XMAS GIFT

01 21 ( .k S I I!

NOT A SALE
••--NO SIREE!
JUST SALE PRICES

C A S LI! lir

.„.„.„.„.„
EEmANr
WHY? iJONES & FR
rit
4+
fi

1a

WE'LL TELL YOU
FRANKLY WHY WE
ARE GIVING YOU
PRE-JANUARY
PRICES NOW
BECAUSE WE
HAVE ENTIRELY
TOO MUCH

REMEMBER
THAT THESE
ARE OUR NEW

"Better(;ifts ii'or Men"
414 I,ake

I

0 CLOTHING!
$0
t4A10461-

FULTON, KY.

il SUITS and
OVERCOATS
A
t

EVERY LAST ONE
OF THEM IN THE
SEASON'S SMAREST
STYLES!
v i"
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Toasters
Percolators
Waffle Irons
Table Lumps
Grills
Immersion Heaters
Flour Lamps
Warming Pads
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Your gift will be highly appreciated if it is an
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Everything Moderately Priced to Suit
Your Pocketbook
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Traveling Irons
lAtIllidry Irons
Glow Heaters
Floor Lamps
Table Stoves
Boudoir Lamps
Vacuum Cleaners
Ranges

Come in today and make your selection while
the stock is complete.
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Come hy and see us. We can save
you money and at the same time give
•oti hetter feeds.
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Cleveland Butts, Prop.
0. C. Croft, Manager
Phone 602
Kramer Building
Walnut Street
Opposite Fulton Light Plant
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For Old Santa Claus
., 7,ii 11,11.hr inquired small
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I.4. not unite so early, Non. A
little later, perhaps. Still, If you Usten carefully, perhaps you eau hair
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rather forgot small
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651161 ItiUtil RI do, Hut Baldly father
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Thursday, Dec. 22,
P.tram)unt presents Dorothy (iish,
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looked
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dream
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Aisy comedy and Grand Ni II
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Paramount presents Harold Lloyd, it
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house.

There
night
"Mr.
1.
..41,leheni," and "Betty Bosbuckla,"
Slid her brother "David."
On the
shelf wit, a luuch for Santa ,
glans, and near It was a letter that
registered a few of his hopes. Be
preferred chocolate elephants rather
than chocolate
horses,
as
they

he had day dreatos, as well as
dreams. There he enterteined
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COMPLETE SERVICE
it radiola in the rsson. It a as s. full
of happy thoughts atial /IWeet, faint
tosoutels. "Listen." he said In Mr Beth
The modern laundry of
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.
thein
-1.avy," day is an expression of
corn-:
he cried, 'he's most here. Look, Betty,
pieta service for the whole famlook there's the .ttar!"
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%rot it was so. '
,hat very night ily. Laundering
approximation of an exact
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This class of laundry cleans
garmore thoroughly. makes
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with
ments look whiter.
wear and tear than the washer-
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woman in the own home. Difdifferent
ferent clothes need
methods.
The laundryman
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s

shorts— and costs just half as much.
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the
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14mily bundle and each article
goes thru the process of cleansing that will give the owner the

sem

build as much pork as 250 pounds of midds or

are specialists and have learncleaned the secret of improved
ing in the snoAt sanitary way,
and the way that will have the
least wear on linens is taught
modern
every employe in the
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so

.

and
best result, both in wear
0. K. Steam
The
deLaundry is modern in
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every
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"Pop. 1 it tilt Sutitu to broil( me a partment and has kept
imin
of the progress made
razor for flirt-Mum"
"What 14 the world would you do proved cleansing for every garwith it razor?"
•
ment. They give every article
tutu cull toe • little shaver, you send to them a special care,
don't you?"
Which is part of the routine of

Pig Chow is Easy to Feed
Feed

a double handful night and mornhave on

Efficient and Economical
Home Heating
The Enterprise Automatic circulating

Hearer

will

circulation

heat

the

of clean.

entire home
warm

with

warm
a

air, insuring

air

constant
the same

comfortable warmth in every room.

their work.
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Ask Us for the Feed in Checkerboard Bugs
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BROWDER MILLING CO.
Distributors.

Singing Christmas Carols
41,11,111ms carols will, of course, add
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Flowers for Christmas
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dry for the whole family
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laundering in their hands
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Now is the time to send your
curtains, draperies and rugs to
the 0. K. Laundry for cleaning..
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Children and Christmas
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your troubles are over.
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Wednesday Dec. 21,
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‘er for every sufferer, they felt as
,Igh so angel had appeared again.
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his white rabbit mascot about th•
chipmunk skin that served as a rug

Build Bigger Pigs—
with Less Feed

directions are simple.
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the making, at a cost of over $4,000,000,
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s greatest show is here. Three years in
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Fresh Bread, Cakes and
Confectionery.
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Chapter Otte of I lie "Pet urn of Ile kiddie Hitler"

Father gathered up Ida sun, amused
arm pleased.
I liars th« very first Bute I ever
of any one thinking about
SomaCa comfort. Bless you, boy!
'lime. the right holiday spirit."
Nevt Iborailtig small Dust.] found •
It,
pltia.s1 to his stocking:

CITY NATIONAL BANK
+4-4
,
. 441.4-1-4-1-+ + 4-I-1-44,4444 4-

First National

"$ee," sald slush Dusid reaching up
Ott tipd oe to Shisper. "See, I brought
old a boal of 1,reakfumt fr.(' for Santa

Christmas is the time ot. ear when wan:,
!'i,e1 the need of money most.
The way to have mone3.1 at Christmas
itile is hi put money in the bank REG
1.1. all he year around.
Savit;g is a habit just the same as spending— oh:y it is a Cit)(d) habit which leads
YOU to SUCCESS instead of FAILURE.
Which do YOU want to be—a FAILITRI:
a SI
ESS?
We invite YOt k Banking Business.
Start Su\ ing Regular!) Ni)W.

[hot Strong

Saturday, December 17,
oresents Kell Maynard

ihold had div.uppeared. They worried about hunting fur hlut In every
re****• ho Oavid. Then swim on*
heard a (slut noire on the front poreh.
Father stepped out to see what It was.
A small, square figure in very short
petals vvas bending over something.
"Sob," called father, "what are you
doing out bete?"
"ti-• mia!" warned small David,
loather atcpped nearer.
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refined taste.

The fire door, ash door and all

me-

The powerful heating unit makes it most economical in fuel consumption.

The wide deep air ways

from top to bottom of the cabinet permit free passage of air, which is quickly heated in passing over

the

heating

unit, and

out the top

to circulate through

the entire house.
Let

Us Shot

You

This Heater Tudaw

K. will do the rest.

CAN NELTON SEWER PIPE

All Glory Be to God

Let us furnish you our perSewer
fectly made Cannelton
Pipe to use in connecting to the
pipe
new sewers.

•

Mahogany enamel, it is

chanical parts arc concealed when the cabinet is closed.

and

The

It is good to be chIldreu suiuella1001,
-set' better Unita at ehrlattuas,
and au
wheu its tenuity remitter was • child
Uunssit.- -Dickens.

All ahoy In. to tlud un high,
And to ih• earth his tomr•,
(loud will lo-breforlh nous b.ai.s

Finished in dirk grained

in harmony with the other furnishings of the most

Kentucky Hardware & implement Cu.

Cannelton

Ii

and ***** cease

Christmas Emblem

As sti emblem toe ciiristuiss, hang
up, •Ith the uttstletos sag bully, Days
*it4+44***1•44644 *****+.4!444444, crushed puctittbuoli.

wa's

by tlte titles of Fillthe
ton and South Fulton for
and is superior to
used

main sewers

ENTERPRISE
A Circulltosl
UTOM
AT IC
A, Neale,

With tha t poworfthl
licatin0,. Unit

other tiling

CO.
Agents
'
Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.

FULTON HARDWARE
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to olfer stick

complete display of

Quality Jewelry
FOR

CHRISTMAS
GIVING
114

CO1\1E IN EARLY and VIEW THIS WONDERFUL Showing

M. F. DeMYER & SONS
Headquarters for Christmas Shoppers.
Give Jewelry This
Christmas

A String of Pearls al:
Ideal Gift

Jewelry Lasts
That's one of the good reasons for
selecting it for gift purposes. Another is the ease \vith which a successful choice may be arrived at. Especially at this store, where a complete
display of attractive values waits
your visit.

Will Make Iler !hippy
This is one gift which finds a WOrnan's 1.1eurt an
easy target a string of well-matviii41
I;ot
the cot.t is not prohibitive. Cerjle hi and let
show you some wonderful values at a wide range
of prices.

Everything to make your Christmas Shopping a delightful pleasure.
Diamonds, Jewelry, Watches, Silverware, Imported China, Cut Glass and the newest novelties. A magnificent array of all that is rich,
ful and artistic. The diamond cutter, the jeweler and the silversmith have certainly sent out this sea:on, the most exquisite articles, beautispecially
designed for rich gifts. Our great holiday display fairly sparkles and glints with beauty and brilliancy. Don't feel that you have to buy
if you
come in. You are more than welcome to just take a look.

SHOP EAR!
Again we urge that you shop early
before the stock is all picked over
and the rush is on. It will be our
pleasure to give you all the assistance possible in selecting gifts for
friends and loved ones, and gifts will
be reserved until you call for them.

M.F. DeMyer &Sons
Lake Street, Fulton, Ky.
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Business men know the advantages of a savings account
with a. good reliable institution
like this one.
They know that systematic
saving promotes prosperity. And
they know that money deposited
in this bank has sound protection.
If you haven't opened. an account with us yet, do it now,
before you forget.
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FOOD LIKE YOU GET AT HOME
This is truly a home-like restaurant because
it has endeavored to break down the prejudice based on the theory that restaurants
could not serve food like you get at borne.
Many patrons will testify that there is no difference between our meals and the meals
they get at home. That's the reason they
cume here Si) frequently to eat.
Years of catering to the appetites of particular people make it possible for us to serve
appetizing meals.
The next time you want to eat away from
home, bring your family here.

Smith's Cafe
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are always glad to put assay your packages, take oare of tbetu
and deliver them any time you desire.
Let us serve

it) cents

.
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You know what a beauty
shop can do for faces--how it
can remove. wrinkles from
cheeks and crow's feet from
eyes. nut did you ever visit a
lio. onitzt
tit
Iii• 1.111111, "beauty shop for suits" ---a
modern dry cleaning and Aalll;lire, W.:. I.,.
pressing establishment'.'
tary
- -- Here. again. is a "fountain Id
E
Big Anvantave to Have
youth"-this time for clothes.
R00,4 Early . For example., take one
your own suits to the O. I:
Steam Laundry---one you'‘
. • .•;••••,1
worn often. If it's It light suit.
the grime is plainly visible a:
collar and cuffs; perhaps there
from
• nci..1
1
..1 .',1 el I ..1111 is a bit of grease on it
I o 1,-,
•
your car. 11 the suit is dark.
;
•
the dirt may not show-but it's
hot ',toll,
44 Ad. there. One cannot ride in au •
tomobiles and taxis, and not ga..
ther dirt.
But see what your dry lleatiit lie
.11 I 1,111 ill Ole
er, the O. K. Laundry, call do
'
11.. 11,c .o ,111 in 4''','.
for this suit.
I 1 lie
loi
511,11
••••116./a
.0.111
First, it is tumbled in warm.
• . .1.., t h..
I.,
""'414 drying air; the moisture is re
1..•
s, 11:- 111 th.. moved, the dust shaken out, ob,on the
II I. It
stinate spots 10Orlellod. All expert "spotter" then goes ovet
by hand--stains
:Old !oh cIcil to Inv the garment
oll,
and spots vanish beim e his
tt.
tl,..
thert• skill.
Next, the suit is soused
'11.• hick4 gently, thoroughly, hack
Ite
and
the,,
\\ ill 1111 lie forth, in the purest of cleaning
;.I.,1
1./ •1.1••..0.
ripe
eiL
sitt‘e. fluids.
Soil eillbvlbled ill the
It, ilet
t•
et\ e
LI 'It,
of
fabric is filtered out ; grime and
There's style to barn building as
grease are dissolved awae .
well as to home building. The modern,
After most of the moisture hit:.
Coecidio.sis Symptoms
been whirled out, the suit I'.
up-to-date barn provides many convoniS\ 1,1,11••••. 111•11...( re:01..•1... di ..,•Iin a breeze of
ences and improvements that make
10,... gild ...11.ei,t11••• 1.1...,.1,' .1r..1.1•111;.;•. "irefully dried
)
fretai IN arm, sterile air, then
arc •,111‘‘.1r,1 •,1‘11.i.g.•
your work easier and your crops rind
is v...., ,,,..,,,,, ,,,,,i ,,,,. with the warm air sifting tint,
_...
live stock safer.
II, no..-ii,,,.... it 1,4., 101,1 1,.•,,, lies it, it is fluffed softly. The nap
, arc vtd.d.....1 :Ind 1.1:tt1 41 d 1. t. in'Ill conies to life. the cloth becomes
111.1.1 ""'''..'"1. .'!'"' Is ''', 514.'"i'"u" fresh and smart again.
''"I''''" ''' ''''''i"”I
''''''1'"4
'
. s''''"'
Nor is this dry cleaning
II,:,;
No matter what kind of a buildi'!""."
"'litet "magic" limited to 111 111.5 SIIII,
I ,"'Wit,
"
.'
. I'llt
"
..f 1"nii""
noill11.4
loill.
ing you need-or whether it's for farm
A A n(1 overcoats. Hats and gloe. C,..
I.,,,,,,i, .., tils•th•g1 1,4 I. kill 1111 i,,,,ily women's coats, suits. dress,-s
or town 'we can be of service to you.
and blouses. children's clothes
We have building plans for all kinds of
-almost every article of wear- - -.
buildings and all the necessary material
Sot-Shelled Eggs
ing apparel can he given this
to make them.
renewing. refreshing
s..rt da.11.11 ezg• I.:0 I.
Ill (I'll same
last by ..el'illt: Ile' le li. at 111,110 or treatment.
And how niuch
Our prices are the lowest and
Ili,- Is 1.. ,-,,ii,rii-iii..I II longer clothes wear when they
our advice is free.
i,.,,tii.: 1-tii ,i -h.,- •.1i..11-.114 cruris141 receive it. Truly itry cleunitig
i,i. I, 1.11..11 11 ii• licil.' gill In 'tont of
.
its own bills.
pays
Ow licii,
101i Anil Ir.1 1e1,111111 N
Of course, we make a /metillet 'thou( 211
ore ,,,,,I, ,,,,,,
1,..,1 ..,„,.., I„ , „.,,. ,„„ „re cialty of dry cleaning draperies.
i.,
rugs, etc. Don't overlook this
..r
3+1 rtn,,,, 4, 1., r ...hi ,,t In hat ille
Telephone 130
hone itival. Thlt
,.,.1., u„ktiuktriy. Le kti,, e,„,. • 0. K. STEAM LAUNDRY
, Luy
I :Field
J. J. Owen, Proprietor.
I
_..

BIG DINNER EVERY DAY

Fostoria Ware

MUER PI.L.kSiNG GIFTS
FOR TI -1171 MEN
Guns, Ammunition, Gun Cases, Water proof Hunting
Coats, Razors, Knives, Thermos Jugs, Flashlights.
FOR THE LADIES
Quality Aluminum ware, Pyrex, Bread Boxes, Scissors,
Vases, Roasters, Percolators and Jardineirs.
FOR THE KIDDIES
Coasters, Air Mails, Rolls Racers, Velocopedes, Kiddie
Kars, Taylor Tots and Aluminum Toy Sets.
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Make 'em look nice
for the
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Poultry Houses-Sheds
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NOTICE FROM STREET COMMITTEE
Notice is hereby ea to that its providial tar la. I tritinanee
,/! ,1440.
plc 1,1
adopted by the Board it Council of the City tii Fult On, 11.
And
..111.11 V C. ' ••• Hi ll,t tat,:k. the
euut N sts 13, 1927, entitled, "an ordinance pro\'ding for the
Publi:auat We.',.'y ,tt • it; I.,o, St. ,,,.,"„ ii,.,.,•....,;0 t or their pur
impra‘..awat. constriiri ion anti reemistruction of certain streets
MI.'\I laLR
and parts of streets. int hitting ellrbilna ii itd '1101(41,W, in tha
Kt.:duchy Pr. ss \,•,cimmo
City of Fulton. KentuclQ," Messrs, Black & Veatch. etinattltS. N. MAI HEWS
- • - lag ettgilleers of the City uf Fulton, Kentucky, wile Ily the pro.
Subscription $t 0. pee NeSr
PASSES AWAY
visions of said ortliuttieCO. a1''
,
t' At ett With I he dill ii'. POWer and
authority of a clay engineer of said city with respeet to said imeaaa va a* $e,,ca ..L4,,, ia,,,h.t
s .g ki lt he s. one a Fla.
provement,
have
this day delivered to the undersigned ChairNu‘. :N. 10.4, At the roo Ottik.e m t en's prominent eiti1eic4. died
man of the Street Committev of the Ibiard of taloned, of the
lasan. ecoasaa. uinh.r tile .8...'t ot ,
..-su m,1av a It erlloon. quite sodCity
of
Fulton. Kentucky, a cops. of this estintatte Mink. by them
il•rch 3, 1879.
deul. at a eat o'cloek, at his
-•...of the improvement of the st tvets pro% Oled for in said ordinance
home on Vine street.
and defined therein its I 1111or •.mestit Distriet Nuntber oat., in
CHRISTMAS CARDS
The funeral acts\ we wita held
w hich aapapt it e short ii that the iniprovetnent
of anal streets.
, Tuesday. afternoon at 2 o'clock,
including eurbing and inn tering. ii sit''' been maths and the con.
(sh iest yeas ,•ards facss mien- at t he hones e a h Rey, k;, 3.
traet therefor completed, with it run and correct estimate of
tion on the approaehing Yule- Caturon, of Memphis, and Rev,
the total cost thereof. showing the total number of fronting
tale. They ;do ays appear ear- 11. 41. Vaught condueting the
or abutting feet of property, the cost per abutting foot, the'
Burial followed in
ly to remind as of the happy .i.k.r% iv eS..
118111108 of the abutting prologs
y owners, the number of abutting
season t hat IS to he antnspatea. Fa ns ices
feet of property owned by eitelt person and the proportionate
110 Ls survived by his wife.
and hotter still. to be realized.
part of the cost of the improvement to be esseased against the
Most of these cards aro heanti- 'in' son, Clarence Mathews. ot
•
property of each abutting property owner upon the basis oi'
I
fol. since in their netkin g tho Fulton; and daughter. Mrs.
anninstionmeat as pirov
ace and the pint payU in sttid ordinn,
ud. .1Jn P
near tailibe. Tenn.,
very best artistic talent is act!
.
The Spanish Revels,'
•
nide by the City iiif Fulton,. Kentucky; that the oust per
utting
It seems that genius here find: and several grand children.
foot of property as shown by the sit hi Engineers' estitnute in iitid
congenial inspiration.
Even
Mr. Mathews was a member
district
upon
and
each
street
thereof
for the stree t paving imamong the cheap and l ess pre- of Sh ady Grove Methodist
provement and for the eonst ruction of the curbing and isiitterine
many
had
and
tent bus cards the Christmas Cherch.
to
the
he
assessed
and
paid
by the abutting property own'a iteit;.- who will les grieved itt
ap.rit is richly evident.
ers, are as follows, to-wit:
To some the Christmas card h:a pa-,,ing away.
t'o,t Ilit`I'
l'o4t per
Seems a trifling remendirancts.
At High School Auditorium, beautiful music.
Abuttithz Ft. i1uU tir t. P.
a WaSte of motley, but in reality
NEW FEED STORE
Jan. 3, Under Auspices
leterspersing the orchestral
for Curti
hi p,,,..i,,g
it is among tio.s most pleasar:
And Gutter
P. T. A.
eeketions. specialty vocal numthgs
in
that diatinguieh the hots Mr. Cleveland Butts Has Open$6 81
bers are introduced. adding a 1.ake front Carr to Commetvial .. ... . -$0,848
Lake from Commercial to (7ollins & WatInut .848
alay season.
They come as ad Store to Handle Amco Op7.79
"A Night in Spain" taught pleasing variety.
meeseneers of affection and apen Formula Feeds
%s ell be the title of the musical
,
Five young artists compose Lake front Collins to turn of Lake
1.1.111
.$18
pia ciat ion; they speak elte
entertainment given by the the personnel of the company. Lake from turn thereof to Mears & is sa ge Fee .ete
6.S0
k
t!er
two
eaently of all the sweet keenyears
feeding
ot Spanish Orahestra.
..
each selected for her particular 1th front Mears & Lake St. Ext. to Bridge . . .848
s eunnected with christmas: Open l',stmula !Neils. maimIn the dazzling costumes of fitness in the plan of tha Iwo.848
1;
1..2:17
11
they seem to seek to be treasur- See ere,' by the Amerivait Mill. Spanish senoritas the company grant. as well as for her genu- lth from Bridge to Depot
Ith halm Depot to Carr
.848
...1. and they are. year by ear. ee Company. ,4 owew.tooro. prostate a brilliant and color- in,' nmeicianship.
be malty who cheihsh the eenti- 1:3-.. l'eor'a. Ills.. and Omaha. NI pictures, as it rendeee mu.
.SIS
You will be delightfully en- Third St, Ext. front It Li to Carr ..
N i.. 31r. Biota deeidett that sic whi,:h is. of course. predorn. ter‘ained by the spiiiii.so ois CommetTial from latke to CtoT
meat they represent.
,818
These lovely evidences of hose' feeds offered the best mantly apantsh.
.81S
chestra. under the a
auspices of R. R. Crossing from Lake to State Line
g,alki will and affection ;wit,. I values to the dairymen. poutSpain of the storied cavalier, the P. T. A.. at High School au.C.hureh from Lake to Main . . .
.848
especially to those far front 'ry :siisers and othera engaged Spain of the dreaming Py- ditorium, January 3.
1Vattmt front Lake to Mulberry
.8.1s
. home—in distant cities and :n siosli raising..,
reneee Spain of the magnifies
Don't fail to procure your 3lain front Plain to tVashington
848
tar-away lands.. To these they
In order that faroere in and .ent toreador speaks in this ticket early.
Main from Washington to Mulberry
.848
speak of home. of fond mem- .srotied Fulton tnieht have a
Main front Mulberry to Church
.14•18
teies. bringing forth fond vk- ''''adY supply of these feeds.
( hurch from Mein to State Line
.8-18
ions of happy childhood. Mind.: Mr. Batts has opened the AMCHESTNUT GLADE HIGH SCHOOL
1Valnut front Mulberry to Washington ..
.818
hardened by the world. hearts CO FEED STORE on Walnut
Walnut from Washington to Plain .. ..„gag
:
7:1•5:11:1. ,. t.217/1.:1-61;7
6
;6971 :1;
Presents
become callous through hitter '- treet, opposite the light plant.
Walnut from Plain to Norman
.548
4.09
experiences. glow and throb at Mr. O. C. Croft. a well known
"ENGAGED
WEDNESDA
BY
Y"
Mulberry from Main to Walnut
the sight ef bedecked Christ _ Fulton matia is in charg,e and
XIS
7.40
Olive front Main to State Line
mita trees. the fireplace with will be at the store all the tin-a'.
4.r.8
.848
FRIDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 16, 1927
Plain front NNalnut to state Loa,
We are glad to welcome 311..
etoekings
their proper
in
818
7.1)
Notice is hereby further given that said Street. Committee
places: Santa with his sled Mitts and Mr. Croft into this
7:30 O'clock
has this day met and fixed as the time and place for the meetingheaped with gifts, hie rein. new field and wish them much
-----,)—
of said Committee for the inspection and reception of said work
deers poised ready as if to fly: =ticcess• We know they will be
the 21$t day of December, 1927 at 10 o'clock, a. ni . and the
the wide expanses of snow: the lad to welcome their friends
Cast of Characters:
Place of meeting ut the City Hall in the City of Fulton. Ken..
holly wreaths at it their blood_ ind show them the line.
Martin Henry, t he laziest min in the country...Milton Counce tucky. :old after meeting at said time and place that they will
red berries; the mistletoe el
—- —
Arth
urClay McConnell Koceed to an inspection of said streets and improvementcor
Watson
bright green and pearl-hued REELERTON HIGH
co n'
Leon Mx mncing
e
at said City Hall anti going over and inspecting all of
orba--all the charm and sweetSCHOOL NOTES JaCk. a friend of Arthurs
Ted. a friend of Arthur's
Thomas Yowell said streets and improvement in said district. And the owners
ness of the Christmastide and
Ma •nard Reed of property liable for the cost of the improvement, the contracthe spirit it embodies.
The Senior play, 'Mary s .' t friend f Arti '
Mary lice Frank tor therefor. their agents and representatives, ma y appear and
So send all the Christmas Castle in the Air," a coming Miss Abigail Persons 'a woittan of Ideas
n
Annie Katherine Brown be heard before said Street Committee as to whether the work
cards you can—send them ear- drama in three acts will be pre- L ucille Persons
Relma Reed has been doe
n and the cost thereof estimated in accordance
ly especially if they have a sentsd Saturday night. Decem- Marie. a friend of Lucille'a
Edna Hale with said ordinance and contract therefor.
long way to travel. They are ber 17. in the high school audi- Jane. a friend of Lucille's
Thelma Golden
Any proteat against the acceptance of the improvement or
a part of you and they will torium. A good cast of charac. Mabel. a friend of Lueille's
Gertrude Moore the estimated cost thereof shall be made in writing to said Strce..
bring sweet memories to those tore have been a•lected: Mary First 611-1
., Helen Hale Committee.
nd 1;irt
who are to receive them. They Estabroek, the Air Castle Girl,
Rachel Hagler
This December 13, 1927.
are a vital and important link Alma Busher'; Jim Ruggles a 1;1.
'
4 GYpsY
Rebecca Hagler
in the scheme of love and ten. piling attornay, Hugh Wright ; aevond
PAUL DeMYER. Chairman
Taylor, Montez Jones, Aline Ladd, F.in
a:—Chi
Street Committee of the Board of
delmeea
the Mrs. Jenkins, a gossipy neigh- . Othet
embraced in
.
Jewell
Jenkins.
Charlie
G
Taylor,
ordon
Russell
rota
Jane
(
.
1.,oh_
Parrish,
thinight and ceremoWa! of the her. Nell Wright ;
Council of City of Fulton. Ky.
ins. her flirtatious dituginci., John Reed Hale. James Ross, and Harrel Ross.
-Yuletide celebration.
'
Ima Fite: Bill Bronson, Jane's
NOTICE FROM STREET COMMITTEE
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
chauffeur suitor. Ilarry BusNotice is hereby given that as provided for by ordinance
the Persons' and the Wattson's adopted by the Board of Council of the City of Fulton, Kenhart : Lenny Tait. the grucer
MAMMOTH CAVE
Act (---The lawn he
tucky. on September 19, 1927. entitled "An ordinance providNATIONAL PARK boy. °bete Bushell; Daddy Al- houses...a__village philasiipher.
i»g for the improvement, censtruction and reconstruction of
Act II—The same. The next afternoon.
Act 111—The same place, the same evening, two hours later, Carr street. ineluding curbing and guttering. in the City of FulKentucky's vital call to its eit- Ileyal Bonita'. ; Mrs. Estalinoik
izenship has one
ton. Keetucky." Messrs. Black & Veatch, consulting engineer;
Mitry.,, moth or, Willie (lair ab‘tot tt P. M.
of the City of Fulton. Kentucky, who by the provisions of said
Standing alert. prepared to Bailey; Minnie Carlyle. a spoiltake itit g,reatest step of prog- t d darling. Margarta Fey: EdMiss Annie Cole spent a few Haynes. near Moscow, Thure. adinance are vested with the duties. power and authority of a
ress, it sends forth an urgent ward Carlyle. Mimi
city engineer of said city with respect If) said improvement. have
father. days last is
with Andrew day.
appeal. asking every man and Paul Fite; Delia. the Eslabrooe Rohey and flintily.
The P. T. A. will present a this day delivered to the undersigned Chairman of the Street
wumar who proudly bears the colored scrvant.Pauline Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Morgan very interesting Christmas pro (7ommittee ot' the Board of Council of the City of Fulton, Kenname Kentuckian to aid in this
There is much competition ;Tent Sunday with his mother gram Friday night, Dacarn bar lucks a copy of the estimated
made I)'. them of the impre vement
forts ard mot e ent.
b oa ee n the students in differ- :aid father, Mr. and Mrs, Lon 16, if weather conditions are of CalT street provided for in said ordinance. in which report q
The government of the Unit- en: rlasses. The ones making Morgait,
is shown that the improvement of said street. including. CLIrhing
C.
ed States has pointed the way. the highest grad,'-' in the difbeen made and the contract thereforom
and guttering. has b
Mrs. Leva McAlister and invnril bi
cIt remain:
, only for the people l'erc.ta classes Kill weepy the daughter. Onez. spent. Satanpleted, with a full and correct estimate of the total cost thereof,
of Kentucky to accent of their chair of honor for the nxt
'
,flowing
tin!
total
number
of fronting or aloittint; feet of prope
day. in Fulton. shopping.
MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS
opportunit,c, and a sioble con- week. The one making___
. __
the
' CARD A TRULY PERSONAL erty, the cost per abutting foot, the names of the abutting
structit e vision becomes a real- higheAt grades for the last D
property owners. the number of abutting, feet of property ownGREETING
ity.
week were: Hugh Wright. sera. Aoute
ed by each person and the proportionate part of the cost of the
improvement to be assessed against the property of each abutThis tall ia to the traditional jar; LOWIT W.i'at he rspoon, junIt only
a very
shortAeason
time tinis- Sing property owner upon the basis 'if apportionment
(New Hope Community)
busy
pride a the people of Ken- iort and M.irgarette Walker.
nididas
as prot i I the
tin:1:y. It is t 0 their love ef fteatime n.
viiled in said ordinance and the it
______
payable by the (7ity of
here
again.
Before
we
realize
state and borne and fellowship,
Fulton. Kentucky; that the cost per abutting foot of properly
The students are fighting
We Carl Phillips and child- , it. all of us—old and young
and to their sounii business ;sale.; to make the best grades
as shown by the said Engineers' estimate, for said street pat-will
be
counting
the
days
toad
returned
home Sznurday
judgment.
and mach good is being aurora_ ren
tog improvement and for the cimstructlon of the vurbing a tt..;
guttering therein. to be assessed and !mid by the abutting
The opportunity lies in the plished through their efforts. after a two weeks' stay at the Christ mas.
We
i
want
to
suggest
right
borne of her p:itTlitS, Mr. arid
very heart of Kentucky—th•
property. owners, are as follows, to
--- -•
n 4)W, while there is time to deMrs. Sidney Moore.
Mammoth Cave erea. "'he
eut4 NT
t'nst per
tide
without
haste,
that
you
Abutting at
Abutting Ft.
project looks toward estaldi.- h
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Benedict make your Christmas
1
for
ell
rb
for
Paving
greeting
ing there a National Park.. •,and children, of Clinton. spent decidedly personal this year,
end Gutter
late 1
turning a marvelous flat .
aunday
afternoon
Carr
from State Line to Second ........$0.848
with Mr. and
______
Select front our display of
given asset into its pr., .
Irs. W. II. F' 'h
.8.18
beautifill designs and charming Carr from Second to Third
. oinel of usefulness to saia
Mr. and Mrs, Boyd Puckett
Edward Latta continues very
.818
the card that exact- ("art. from Third to Feurth
I people.
spent Saturday' night and Sun- sick with sore throat and ma- sentiments
ik• ex pro„,, i,u r good wishes, Carr from Fourth to Valley
Mk
$76(4t1.111;44
"11
For more than a hundred day with her mother, Mrs. Lou laria.
Then permit Us to print your
Notice is hereby further given that said Street Committee
years the possibilities in de- Morgan.
Mr. Milton !lodges, who has glum, [what, t he verse
or sea- has this day met and fixed its the time and place for the meette sloping the region as an ofMrs. Len a Brown an d laugh been visiting his brother, Mr.
greeting, and the memage ing of said Committee for the inspection and reception of said
fl,•i:,! phase of national life ter, Mary. spent Friday in Ful- II. IL /lodges, for several sonal
w ill la, d ou bly p,,,,,,,al.
work the 21st day of December, 1927, at 2 o'clock. ia m., awl
have hetet neglerted, But Ken- ton. shopping,
weeks, left Sunday for Miami.
Call at our office whenever the place of meeting at the City Hall in the City of Fulton, Kentucky has awakened. and the
,Vi.- Mary Brown spent Sat- Florida, %%here he will spend
w ord is—forward.
urday night and Sunday with the remainder of the winter. ,ainvenient --- but remember. tucky, and after meeting at said time anti place that they will
to an inspection of said Carr street and improvement
those who come early will have proceed
,
Congress, by formal act, zip.Miss Matz McAlister.
3Ir. and Mrs. Claude Howell sortnalit.
thereof commencing at the South end of Carr street and going
proved by the President, has
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Robey spent Sunday with her parente, first apace of a delightful us- over
and inspecting all of said street and improvement. And
sanciiened acceptance of the spent Saturday night and Sun- Ni'. and Mrs. 11'. 'I'. Easley,
No extra charge for printing the uwners of property liable for the cost of the improvement,
area by the government and its day with bur father, Ma, Ur- near Crutchfield,
year name on Christmas cards the contractor therefor, their agents and representatives, may
perpetual maintenance and do- ville Colt harp,
Mrs. C. A. Craddock, of
appear and be heard before said Street Committee as to whoeelOnMent 41.1 a National Park.
The Water Valley Lion Club Rectorial vicinity. spent Thurs. purchased from us.
titer the work has been done and the cost thereof estimated a,
It. S. W I MA A MS,
Thus it has admitted the region entertained te
h
Fulton and day night with Ni. and Mrs. J.
accordance' with said ordinance and contract therefor.
a
Fulton, Ky.
worthy of classification e it it Mayfield clubs last Friday.
A. Eskew.
Any protest against the steceptanee of the improvement or
Yellewstione, Yoaemite,
aoMr. Andrew Robey end fernMiss Mabel Ashley. teacher
the vatimitted cost thereof shall lie nuttle in writing to said
(wont, Rocky Mountain. Graed At “ i'rl' i II Fill'on, shopping, I If our school, resumed her
Fur a short time we will ac- Street Committee.
('any
and t he iai a
l er hit iii .-•.a,iaLa .
work Tuesday', after 11 short cept subscriptions for this pa'
This December 13, 1927.
wonders listed SA
Na tional
.1l ,. .11;irt oto, Brown spent illness.
per and the Memphis Weekly
PAUL DeMYER, Chairman
Parks.
Saidav with Miss Willie Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Watkins Commercial Appeal--both paCommittee of the Bourd of
But the lands must be prt- McAlister.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Alfred pers one year for only $1.26.
Council of City of Fulton, Ky,
(r"
.10 liet
. .:.IIS 11104111,4 I .lat ."tt`
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SUITS
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$4.95
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or the ne‘ve..1

N-thihg- ill this lot sold for
mp, 'put art.. priced in this
at

Y OF TH S STORE ;AVE WE BEEN SO
AKE CA E OF YOUR EVERY NEED.OUR
.RTMEN ARE ALL NEW AND UP-TOE. ALL UALIT Y MERCHANDISE YOU

SAlit
ART!
'RECS._

SILK SCAP.!v.i•
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79c
emit ..-rassnag

cl'HE EVE OF CHRISTMAS AND
HERE FROM WHICH TO SE41 GIFTS AT PRICES E X-
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EXTRA SPECIAL
LADIES' SIkK HOW
l'urk.
iaolies.
that are :f,1.1a 1
pairs

iielica.n. 3

$1.00
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WE ARE GOING TO MAKE EXCHANGES, BUT THERE WILL BE
NO REFUNDS, AND ALL SALES ARE CASH.
IMEMEMIONNOLifYrenfiagi.:
MILIVE

1927 BUSINESS CAREER AS ONE OF THE
E-ARS IN THE HISTORY OF THIS STORE.
TIME COULD NOT PRESENT ITSELF TO
TION FOR YOU' LIBERAL PATRONAGE
IAVEPEDUCED EVERY ARTICLE IN THE

Men's 01, ercoats
11 ‘ant to Make your dollars do
Vik Ii I I
double duty, licrt. is the place to do it. TIICS('
.11/Slthltl•ly
all laAve.4
CI /ilk
Irules •ird

vlo.:*

1:0:p-zonah1y priced at

1111e14's Suits

C OTHING CO.

len and oys

( Incorporated)

TIP.;

our new stipel; of Blanket 1;p1,es that
iii t cloiliC in.

HMV

all colors and sizes.

seller;-np\v
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ENTUCKY.

$5.75
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\'•, sell these Shirts the year around
2.50. They are the best made
White Broadcloth. They go in this
at---

MN S AND YOUNG
MEN'S CAPS

3FoR$5.00
iITYS' LONG PANTS
.

NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF THIS STOF
WELL PREPARED TO TAKE CASE OF Y
ST( )(.:I IN EVERY DEPARTMENARE
THE MINUTE IN STYLE. ALL UALIT
NEED NOW.
WE INAUGURATE THIS SA
fHE E
YOU WILL FIND MANY ARTI
HER
LECT USEFUL AND APPRECIII
kiTh GI
TREMELY LOW.

Ne.. p
U6%

30

r

)ol. Silk and W4pol, and Cotton Iiidervctr, all new fall purchase, will
hear 10 per cent discount during
sci C.

It.J.401:n1414VWCIIILI16.17.11-,

•fr

DRA
Cui Prk

lemps-,ena
STORE CLOSED
AY kVi'DNESDAY, DECEMBER 14 TO RE-ARRANGE STOCK
)74 AP.K DOWN THE PRICES.
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SUIT VALUES UNEXCELLED

Boy's Suits
off 1)1(,f. stuck nr
Am new styles and frihri(.-

1,'..(P1112. 1IP

•,.

41
$ i 0.50 values go at
$7.95
$11.50 values go at
. $8.95
$12.50 values go at
$9.95
$15.00 values go at
$10.95
$16.50 to $19.50 values at $13.95

S24
al.t.:116.1111.11•1 P:1111"911"11 140 ail%

I

11

:
‘,1 •
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CHILDREN'S OVERCOATS
)

it

14 4 11

'I"I
II 1.1.4)\\

$8.50 CALF, now $6.95

$10.00 KlL1. now $7.95

b'
irt!.1\

LIds.

14.\‘' left in sizes from) :; to 6. ;out'
. They formerly sold from :S:).00 to
I 0.01). They all go nol,v tit

.4AMMISIMMMINEINIMMemine.MMimom.

WE ARE CLOSING OUR 1927 BUSINESS
MOST SUCCESSFUL YE-ARS IN THE HI
A MORE OPPORTUNE TIME COULD N(
SHOW OUR APPRECIATION FOR YOU'
TI IAN NOW, AND WE 11AVEBEDUCED
STORE FOR YOUR SPECIAL rBENVIIT.
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Just Received the
New Styles in

Permanent Value in
Tree-Shaded Highway
It ItiNsourl had hero the laid oitate
to build her se,tior Of r tuitional highway from the Atiantie to the l'ectt
elle tun be the first to Institute the rt.
of simile trees along the high
•
uu impro%ement thet. despite Its
youth. Is winning for Imilario
,
,
Ilea, two of the Calitolla II prottlie,
the uee1111111 of every automobile lour
bit who sisite them.
Why not begin in Missouri hr Medd
ling the State highway front St. Louis
to Kunsua rIty? it would make Mk
pour! UlliqUo RUMOR the slater tint
risied by this great national stroll'.
We have • profusion tof trees adept
able to such use. Some of tlitt old
pike rondo la the state were Unide
beautiful to this way with eine+, iieks.
sycamores, cottonwoods, blackberries.
bus elders, wild cherry, persimmon,
slissitfres. %welniit. hlettory, butternut
awl sugar maples. Nu one who lies
ever motored rl these olil libtliwit's
In summer awl knosn the gratetio
shade of the.- trees sill ever forget
them.
ludeed, It ts this way that PV1.ry
bight% IltY In Missouri call
lovely and 1 .1 praeltral seliSo 0,.1.111.
tar to the stet... The heat of the sun
Is an abomination to every motorisi
who lias • tire to Oliallgo, and how the
shade of the roadside tree Is every
where sought for it teeitiday litnetwon'
Why not eupitalite that well knits it
feet anti make Missouri highways fa
MOUS far shade"- SI. 1.0111/1 !Not. IS,

Eng-raven
Visiting Cards
and

NN'edding

Announcements..
We invite You to cid; and see them.

R. S. Williams
-4cisic"
e

'Y'VY"..41')
‘?

patch,
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Rough Brickwork Now
Favored in Building

V4S

n4-14.4.+++++4+++++++4-11.4.++*•:••4•4-4-Y++ aa•a•-•:.++++4.4.4.+++++4.
++++++4.++++++++++++++++4.+

Brickwork 14 ralti.IIY
radial 'I'M'S* RI ttio tiatola of the
Ow country, Wte•
leading ari ititeet4
Sr.' foist retiirig away from the old
Idea that in order to supply the very
in4t touch In artistry it must presetit
• surface tin smoothly et en and our
rect it,
. If it bail been molded. No
longer 1.4 1111t. the fashion. nor Is It
aceeptable to the men who dictate
architectural vogues.
Today the brickwork wlulu1. catchas
quiiitost the nubile eye und tile popular fancy must he very neigh.
the bri..k themselves must be of the
Plaint. order. The rougher the bolter.
Clinker hrlek. whIch only a few years
ago had no market at all, are now
In high raver. 'the otwelled
which had been developed particularly
In the New England district, mill the
!mutiniede brit* of that 'welkin are
two other pettito favorites.

.•

1 + 4,4-+
+++a +a +a+++,+++++aa,

A Home

PRODUCT
W

E are proud of Fulton and it has been our
endeavor to make flour that our communit

would be proud of.

Wu mill only the best of whett

with the greatest care and we guarantee every sack
of our flour to give perfect satisfaction.

4.

Call for our---

,' +
"Queen,s,%-.4 Choice

Comprehensive Nature

a

We canhot all find the mitre
In Nature. Stir is all thiugs to all
like the nituma that came
stool. She
down from heaven. "Ile matte 111'11111u
to desceud for them. In which were
all manner of tastes: and et ery
Israelite found lit it what tits palate
was chiefly pleased vu ih. If lie deIt. lii It the
sired fat In it. lie
men
young men tasted bread: the
honey, and the children oil." But ell
toUtiol In it rubriunce and ,
strength. St. with Nature. In her '
are all manner of tastes, science, art,
poetry, utility, end g000l In till. Tle
hot ut,lct hes one pleasure it, her, the.
ornithologist onother. the explorer NI,
other, the walker timelier, Slid the
What 1111 t.n.t liat'S
Piport".111,1Ii
Is the refreshment mei the exhilaretion stitch come frnie a lot IIIR
Intelligent scrutiny of her nmitifuld
Works.--John Burrough,

4.••=1.

"Superb "

4.

(Self.Rising)
5.

We are sure they will please you.

Browder Milling
Phone 195.

4.

Fulton, Ky.
4.
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Beauty Through Fencing
In
There 14 growths 1.011,1101111111
the l'hitett States or the importent
purl that lu wreet fenehut plays lu suecessful benultifyIng of the home,
l'encitig dignities telly Cat 01111.11111Pla
When. It IR 11111"Lial, In our
on. niany Inst11111-Ps where In41..
fencing has given II property an all
ad attructl%rtiese that more than peld
foe the linpro%entent. Fencing also
permits lutprosements that would be
Ittlialstabla SIllioUt
It,,' eettlug out
of rare ahruh4 and Motile that rout,'
not be necomplistitel If the locality
boa:otos
10 getterel
were
tarty Slot anti. When performed In Ilia
11111.1li.t of righl, notrauder.proof fene•
tug.

it•
V21/
2,

In Case of Emergency

Santa Claus

Remote,fad Health
11,1k li.utiaIlug Is imisereally recognised Its all 1,....11t1111 of !Sitar public
het Ilk III pturtically every volume
tally Ili the United linnet, and In matey
movements
!entitle ((wattles, woo
ore ou for lbw SWAIM* of Mum dig.
trtQlth

If every person in this community were
to use the stores only for eintigencies
there would soon be no mote places
to satisfy those urgent needs.

I as I I is Clothes

Expert Advice for Builder
11411111111g btt 111.414011.
If y 011 111
114.11113 or yulir laSh, plan Ohl° too lair
expert eimusel or a
the
ethitoittige of
niortgsge emultany,
Herr you will find 1114.11 trninood lii
N111'111'1: Mot financing W11441,4,1- -men
Who knew their Mehl noel slit, ore
ills% tips gltiti to talk over your prob.
lents
'they sill espial') the mortglige plat
to )011 1.1114 all..* )ull tioW Swill
Month!) lei) talents Olt toUr Oath, l'ulert•
tug principol end Interest, routyletel)
In a till It.
Wipe out )our
oter ten yeere %Weed the pay went or
fees or Keelhaul'. 1..schaitge.

When you want a thing in a hurry
you rush to a local store and get it.
But do you realize that the existence of our stores deptnds upon
continued business.

•

Cleaned and Pressed
at the
0.

K. Laundry

You should do your part towards keeping local business alive and in a conslant state of betteiment by doing on
)
your trading at
home. It will be profitable to you as well
as to the enure conlmunity.

///17

/1,7

Patronize the advci Users in this papttr.
Phone 130 They are your friends and will give you
J. J. OWILN, Proprietor.
L by the best values and service.
ammatemanffissmagamL,.,,,4Li a_;; Azmia,;,

THIt FULTON ADVIRTIUR
•••••=ML--•

Improved 181iform International

Safeguarding sour
Money

Sunda)School
V

The beet protection for
your pocket book is the
service of a good bank.
Money deposited with us is safe.
More than that it is ACTIVE. It is
useful. A surplus account is building
prosperity for your community as
well as making money for you.
To make your money as USABLE
to you as if it were right in your
own home yet as SAFE
as if it were in the United
States Treasury — that
is our function, our ambition.
Come in and find out
how easily you can get
this service.
Make This Ban( pour Sex! StitrirJarit
Open an Account tarith Vs Today — 1401:0 I

The Farmers Bank
FULTON. KY.

The One Occasion
where one must be absolutely
sure is when a funeral director
is called. One cannot afford to
take a chance on inferior service
at such a time.
It is mainly to teach folks
where to get the kind of service
they will wish that these talks
are appearing in this paper.

CO.
FU LTON UNDERTAKING
INCOISPOCATEO
D.F. LOWE • • • A.T. STUABLEFIELD

AMBULANCE SERVICE — LADY ASSISTANT
FUNERAL HOME

Lesson

A. IIUDDLESTON & CO.
Main Street, Fulton, Ky.
lanaliaaharfiTaSSISMELVEVITELISSI:linniablife-

.Ity Iti..ti• ti
stv,.,tylnint• a...titot• et Clot eget)
..‘ 1117. Wt.stors N.w..sesttr Us111111.1

Lesson for December 18
REVIEW: THE EARLY PROPHETS
OF ISRAEL
GOLI,EN TEXT—Ood, who at 'undo
tlinrs nett In divers ittrattiont stake
fathers by tie proph
lintee nael to
ets, bath In thee. last days spoken b)
ills Non,
PRIMARY TOPIC—What We Hay.
learned This Quarter.
JUNIolt ToPIC—Clreat Men end
;eeat Teachings of the Quarter'• laos•

tore

INTERMEDIATE AND sENtOlt TOP
Lessons front the Early Prophet.
YotTNO PEQPI.E AND ADULT TOP1,1,
—Tb• Mission of the Prophets.
The 111011011 Of review must always
he determined by the genius of the
teacher,
aptitude of the pupils
,nil the particular grade in the school
I',sr the adult classes three methods
ire etigrested.
I. Biographical.
1 luring the quarter six great
1111Ve be0t1 Under review,
0:111101y, lIijalt, IMAM, Amos, 110tlea.
Haggai and Isaiah. Assignment, of
I

etiariteterdlitrel/reKentath 1'

members of the ehiss should be Made
i the week before PO that they tatty
cm.... prepared to present lire vital
cearacteristics of these men.
It. Application of the Prophetic
Messages to Modern Life.
Assignments should be made the
preceding Sunday so that the members
of the class may come prepared to
matte applIcatIon of the vital mes
sages of the prophets to the affairs
of modern life. The following ques
lions may be considered as represent
,ttive:
What applicetion can be made of
I he prophets' tem-tangs as to:
The land question in the L'nited
States. (!) the prohleni of pauperism.
(3) the 111.01)101) of capital anti labor,
(4) light on the theologieal contre
versies of the present time. (3) a
tneestige fur the 100.1011 art...110n, (6)
1110 Cense of preldbitlou, (7) modern
amusements, lit.F.) 11.0.1ern church If.
111. A Summary of Facts and
Teachings.
Lesson for October 1.
The basis of derision its between
Baal and Jehovah was that the true
God should answer by Ore. The leading lesson Is that accepted service is
the supreme test, entilding men to
g
Cload:rOe between Christ and heathen
Lesson for October 9.
Elijah, who was brave before Basis
prophets, was frightened by Jezebel's
threat and ran away. Ile failed lit
what had been his strong point.
Lesson for October 16.
Ahab coveted Nahoth's vineyard
Jezebel schemed to destroy Naboth
so that Ahab's petulant desire might
he gratified. Judgment fell upon both
Ahab and Jezebel.
Lesson for October 23.
A prophet Is one who tweaks forth
God's message. When Isaiah bad a
%Won of the Lord and WAS cleansed
from sin, he was ready to go at the
divine bidding.
Lesson for October 30.
Amos was called from t he humble
nt-rupation of u shepherd and trades
man Its 1111 the prophetic °Ince. God
Is not dependent upon any school or
aystign of training for the supply
Ills workers.
Lesson for November 6.
Though the nation had grievously
slimed by worshiping Idols, oppress
leg their fellow tuen awl persecutle.,
the prophets W1.0 snake agulnat
God invited them to return to Him.
Lesson for November 13.
Ism-is apostasy Wits integrated by
Hosea'a unfaithful wife. In spite nf
11,110i:1St01/r
0:,11 unt.1nt
(
1,
111,1:I
„ir withW l te ;1.

We are Ready for Christmas.
Are You?
The experience of previous years endorses the advisability of
early preparations and early buying. We are wonderfully prepared to meet your requirements with
We mention here only a few things appropriate for gifts, but
when you visit our store you will find many other gift suggestions
which may please you better.
.

44

Qifts
that will please
sliCut
I.
IP

THE ENTIRE FAMILY
We are displaying a beautiful line of Electric Table Lamps
Imported and Domestic China in lovely patterns.
Community Silverware in the newest patterns.
Beautiful assortment of PYREX Ovenware.
FOSTORIA Crystal and decorated glassware in sets--all sorts of
designs and colors.
"SAVORY" Roasters, and all kinds of Aluminum pieces.

or

)
,6
;
SO' CARP ST.
i-OL'rON Pr

•Jaa

WE SELL

The Best Grades
OF

COAL
at reasonable prices.
Our prompt delivery is a pleasing
feature of our service. Let us have
your order.

Phone 51
City Coal Co.

Leeson for November 20.
(solidi pointed out the moral mate
Of the people, exposing their Ingrall
lode. stupidity, and hablet of e‘11, and
showed theta thnt although God had
severely chaallatal theta, their east.
was not hopeless.
Lesson for December 4.
Isaiah reminded Israel of God's pt
cullar favor untivr the figure of n
favorite vineyard. Ile pointed out
the sine witith hrought their rue.
The outstanding sins were 01.1.111Selon
of the poor, druni.entiess, proud wolf
colleen aud perversloti of just's*.
Lesson for December 11.
Through lattiall's Meg ministry he
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Handsome Electric Fixtures to brighten the home.
Cutlery and all kinds of Carving Sets.
Electric Waffle Irons, Percolators, Toasters, Irons and Heaters in
the latest designs for comfort.
Hunters' Supplies, the Winchester line of guns and ammunition,
coats and other equipment.
All kinds of sporting goods, footballs, etc.
Wagons, Bicycles, Coasters, Skates, Eveready Flashlights and
Auto Strop Safety Razors.
Everything in Carpenter's Tools and Hardware.
A complete line of Heating Stoves, Ranges and the celebrated
Perfection Oil Heaters and Cook Stoves.
We will deliver your purchases when you want them.

l
a lTrraftn7 and 1.1.,smIng ilaongli 11,1
marine!. When Ilezekhoh faced the
crisis itt inveslon I,) the Ansyriana, it
renorted to the 10.11.te et the Lord and
sent fur Isaiah.

The

Work on Your Knott*
A tnarble stiller, with diesel and
hemmer, was changing a atone Into ii
statue. A preacher louldria on Sabi
oloh 1 could 11041 'melt clanging
blows on sway Marta" 'lite work
man made answer; ''Nftt‘he you could
If you inorted like nie. 'woo your
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S Hot Blast Heaters
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What Shall I Give For
Christmas?
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Christmas gods. While
low as ‘ve possibly can, yet quality is our foundation, and you can
rest assured that any article bought for a present will give satisfaction and Illeastire to the recipient every time he or she has heett:,i(m
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to use it.
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Useful Gifts

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS,

GIFTS IN FANCY CHINA,
THE RICHEST SHOWING
WE'VE EVER MADE

linlecO-FICZere stilling silver%\ are. The wel! known Roger-,

CUTLERY IN ENDLESS
VARIETY
—
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Nice Gifts
ELECTRIC IRONS,

I-

111..te is clear
s,
c.lt,.:1% art,/
:I; rt.ttli lustie
h.,a I it- .7-,; cniri:,,icif gold iviare,
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for ChriAmas 111111 purpo-4,1y omitting prices in (»lie' that you may
1.1014(4 all ai•olit the cost in an',
ipation of the pleasure of giving.

ELECTRIC TOASTERS,
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Both the Toys and polls are in a class by themselves. They are vastly superior to any display we have ever had.
They represent the very newest thought---among the mechanica! effects in the imported toys are many remarkable inventions that will furnish delightful amusement for parents as well as for youngsters. The Dolls in construction are the
best procurable. They have the prettiest faces, the brightest eyes, the glossiest hair---in short they are irresistible.
In the displays arc. wagons, tricycles, coasters, scooters, skates and everything to make the little ones happy.
We invite you to make our store your I leadquarters and shop EARLY while stocks are at their best.

Kentucky Hai dwareiFic Implement C
W. W. Batts, President.
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HARD ROADS SAVE
TOBACCO
--A farmer in the South came
to town a few weeks ago with
a load of cotton. -Do you
know," he remarked as he
stood near the neatly improved
highway, "I made the trip in a
hours thia
two
little under
morning. It used to take me
two days and a couple of plugs
of chewing titbacco. This morning I made it in one chew.-Ex.
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The. Dresden road was finished this week and opened to
traffic, thus completing the last
ink in the only all hard surfaced road now existing between the north and south thru
NVestern Kentucky and Western Tennessee. The Fulton
highway
Mayfield-Paducah
Wa.,: also completed tvithin the
p.‘st few days and the Di esilen
road gives access from Cairo
and Paducah to the Jeff Davis
highway at Unison City and ihe
State highwa y trim Union City
to Na-hill.
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SOME MONEY!

Unfailing Satisfaction

-----

am I wenty-five cents.
I am not on speaking terms
with the butcher.
I am too small to buy a quart
of ice cream.
I am not large enough to put.chase a box of candy.
I sin too small to buy a ticket to a movie.
I am hardly fit for a tip, but
nit', when I go 1,,
lin Sunday. I am consik
,
end stone money!
I
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CHOICE Or C.000-

-RANGE

ilA

UE dependable service and satisfactory results always rendered by
Enterprise Ranges, has for fifty years. made the Enterprise rhe choice
of all discriminating hoioesvives.
Enterprise Ranges are a superior t vise of high grade range construction.
along scientific lines that insures greater efficiency in operation an,1 fuel
•
economy.
The Enterprise Ranges 11.ive mans, exclusive features that art a great
help and convenience to you, in all classes of cooking.
Place an Enterprise Range in your kitchen and you will find that
your cooking will be done quicker and with less effort. and the results
will always be pleasing.
The fuel economy effected lw the Enterprise Range means money saved.
Don't handicap your ability as a good cook with an unreliable cook
stove or range. Use ihe Enterprise and you Call always be sure your
efforts will be successtul.
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Here on will
Find just the
Gifts you want

This is the
Store for
Bargains

Prices have been reduced
in order to make our December sales break all
former records. Just here
we want to say that our
1927 business has far surpassed any year we have
been in business. The
good people of Fulton
and vicinity are beginning
to realize that Kasnow'r
is the store to get genuine
bargains, courteous treat
ment and fair dealings.
Just at this time we
have some of the most
astounding values we
have ever offered you.

And substantial Christmas Gifts. Gifts that will ///
be appreciated by the re- /
cipients. For weeks we fif
have been making pre- 1r
parations for this greatest
of all holiday events, and
it is with great pleasure
that we announce our
readiness to make your
Christmas shopping a real
pleasure with values you
will appreciate.
We especially invite you

to make our store your
headquarters during the
holidays.

Coats and Dresses
New Models! Fascinating Styles.'
Record Values.'
r

4

Bright and beautiful---bristling with style---Splendidly
made with becoming neatness. Right now is the time to
make your selections. You have the widest choice in
styles and fabrics, and it's easier to be fitted while sizes
are plentiful. We have

Slushed Prices on A 11 Coats
and Dresses.

aranza

I Big Reduction on Meds I
SUITS

cy.
,(,)lristmas
to

9

.\ND

1.
bristms
5*of
Slippers

Overcoats.
Shirts, Ties, Hats, caps, Shoes,
Sweaters, Underwear, all
suitable for Gifts.

hc dinichimis
Globe Sale ,

Christmas shoppers find extra pleasure in making. their purchases here on aceilunt tif the prier
savings on t.tich article.

It is our endeavor
to PLEASE You
with stylish goods

L. KA.SNOW
448 LAKE STREET, FULTON, KY.

•

•

Zil

New Goods
New Styles
Low Prices.

THE FULTON ADVERTISER
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JOIN THE FARMERS BANK

ElpWitasfavitiss Etuti
to make a merrier Christmas next year by joining our Christmas
Make up your mind now to have the necessary money
to you and yours next Christmas. Your first deposit makes
Club. You will not miss the weekly amount that will bring joy
you a member.
week.
CLASS 10-As—First week $5.00, second
CLASS 2--First week 2c, second ‘veek
erease each weekly paymein 2c
and receive in 50 weeks
CLASS 2-A--First week $1.0o,
Decrease each weekly pay ment 2c
eek
in 5o Ws
i
and recex
Io
CLASS 5----First week 7ec. seceoni week
crease each weekly pa) ment
and receive in 50 %Necks ...

10c.
$4.90. Decrease each weekly payment
and receive in
50 weeks
CLASS 25—Pay 25e straight each week for 50
weeks and
receive
CLASS 50—Pay 50e straight each week for :10
weeks and
receive
('LASS 100—Pay $1.00 straight each week for
50 weeks and
receive
CLASS 200—Pay :.90 straight each week for
50 weeks and
receive
Plus 3% Interest for Prompt Payment

We Have a Club
for Everyone

$25.50
$25.50

$127.50

$12.50

,

$63 75

$25.00

You may enroll in as many
classes as you like, in YOUR
own name or in the name of
others. JOIN TODAY.

CLASS 5-A--First week, "2..50, second week
$2.45. Decrease each weekly p.c•
receive in
50 weeks
CLASS 10—First week 10e, second w eek
Increase each weekly payment Inc and
ceive in 50
weeks

.5
$637

$127,50

$50.00

$.100.00

The Farmers Bank
"JOIN and GROW WITH US."
And be Sure of a Full Purse and a Merry Christmas.

,.anty are too
great to let this task go incompleted. By all means it should
be done and if it is found imEditor and Puulisher
Published Weekly at 446 Lake St. possible for the county highway
department and the county
MEM'BER
court to do it. the citizens of
Kentucky Press Association
Obion county should get together and see that it is done even
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